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Isolated activity limits extent of the epileptic network in good outcome patients.
Abbreviations
Electrical Source Imaging (ESI)
Information Partial Directed Coherence (iPDC)
Interictal epileptiform discharges ( Unique, specific and widespread functional and structural network changes are dependent on the location of focal IEDs and epilepsy type (Fahoum et al. 2012) . The relationship between the epileptogenic zone and the seizure onset zone as well as its relationship with remote brain areas can be complex. This might explain why resection of the seizure onset zone only might not always result in seizure freedom.
Electroencephalography (EEG) plays a central role in diagnosis and management of patients with seizure disorders. Electrical Source Imaging (ESI) is an increasingly validated noninvasive approach for localizing the irritative zone and estimating the seizure onset zone in patients with drug-resistant epilepsy undergoing evaluation for surgery (Baroumand et al. 2018; Lascano et al. 2016; Mégevand et al. 2014; Rikir et al. 2014) . Nevertheless, other drivers and mechanisms, most likely network-dependent, could influence the post-surgical outcome.
Describing and understanding the dynamic mechanisms operating in large-scale human brain networks is likely to produce key insights into epilepsy. EEG-directed functional connectivity analysis in the source space, which describes directionality of information transfer between brain regions, is a promising tool to quantitatively study the pattern of brain connections in epilepsy (Sameshima and Baccala 2016). In particular, information Partial Directed Coherence (iPDC), a multivariate data-driven method based on the concept of Granger causality has shown its capability to describe epileptic networks. iPDC estimates the direction of information flow between regions considering only direct connections (Astolfi et al. 2007 2015) .
In this work, we investigate whether the functional network characteristics estimated using preoperative high-density EEG and connectivity analysis help predict post-operative outcome after epilepsy surgery. We measured integration properties of the epileptic network using the global efficiency, defined as the ability of a network to combine information. We hypothesize that a more efficient pre-operative epileptic network (as measured by global efficiency), with higher and more widespread communication between brain regions during IEDs, reflects a more extensive epileptic network and is associated with a worse post-surgical outcome.
METHODS

Database.
We selected 19 patients (median age 21 years, range 9-53 y, 11 men) evaluated at the pre-surgical evaluation centre of the epilepsy unit of the Geneva University Hospital and fulfilling the following criteria: (a) pharmacoresistant focal epilepsy with high-density EEG recording with a minimum of 20 unilateral focal IEDs; (b) at least 1-year outcome follow-up after surgery. This study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Patients were classified into good outcome, (ILAE I, Engel Ia (N=12)) and poor outcome, (ILAE > Ia, Engel > Ia (N=7)).13 out of 19 (68%) patients had temporal lobe resection (10 of which were good outcome, and 3 poor outcome), the remaining 6/19 (31%) had extra-temporal lobe resection (2 of which were good outcome, and 4 poor outcome). Supplementary Table 1 summarizes the patients' clinical, EEG and imaging details.
«FIGURE 1 »
EEG acquisition and pre-processing. High-density EEG recordings (128 or 256 electrodes, Figure 1 -A) .
Scalp level analysis -IED field. A board-certified EEG specialist (SV) qualitatively described the patient-specific IED field as either focal (possibly involving only one lobe), large-field (predominantly one hemisphere) or generalised (simultaneous large-field involvement of both hemisphere) (( Table 1 - Source level analysis. According to previous studies, we estimated the maximal source amplitude at 50% of the rising phase since the localization at the peak of the IED is known to be more contaminated by IED propagation (Brodbeck et al. 2011) . We tested whether EEGbased analysis, such as the topography of the scalp IED and the localization of the source of maximal power (ESI), could allow the discrimination of good and poor outcomes.
We evaluated the measure of association by computing the phi coefficient (mean squared contingency coefficient) between the outcome of the patient and: a) the IED field, b) the concordance between the ESI localization and the clinically defined pathological lobe (in which the resection was performed). The phi coefficient is a modified version of the Pearson correlation for binary variables (a and b), and therefore it can be interpreted as a Pearson correlation. Graph Analysis. In order to extract information from these large connectivity matrices, the brain was represented as a graph defined by a collection of nodes (ROIs) and edges (iPDC 
Inverse Space
Whole brain Efficiency
We constructed a whole brain graph with all the 72 ROIs as nodes and as edges the magnitude of the iPDC values. As described above, we computed the efficiency of the network (Figure 1 -D).
Hemispheric Efficiency
We evaluated the hemispheric efficiency by building two sub-graphs with nodes in the ipsilateral or in the contralateral hemisphere to the epileptogenic focus. We compared the efficiency of these two sub-networks (ipsilateral vs contralateral hemispheric efficiency)
through Mann-Whitney U-test between the two patients' populations (Figure 1 -D). 9
Hemispheric Connections
We divided the inter-hemispheric connections according to the clinical lateralization of the focus in a) ipsilateral-to-contralateral b) contralateral-to-ipsilateral. We tested the difference between the two sets of connections (normalized to the total connection strength of each patient) and between the two post-surgical populations through a Mann-Whitney U-test.
( Figure 1 -D) 
Lobar Efficiency
Starting from the whole brain iPDC matrix, we constructed eight sub-graphs for each anatomical lobe (left and right frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobe) and we calculated the global efficiency in each lobe (defined as lobar efficiency). Subsequently we compared the lobar efficiency of the eight lobes (Figure 1 -D) ; lobar efficiency values greater than two scaled Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) compared to the median of all other lobes were considered as significant alterations. For each patient we evaluated the number of lobes with altered efficiency (i.e., no lobe, 1 lobe, more than 1 lobe) and the concordance with the clinically defined pathological lobe (subsequently targeted by epilepsy surgery).
Lobar Connections
The inter-lobar connections were defined as: a) epileptogenic connections: those originating in the clinically defined epileptogenic lobe; b) other connections: those that started and ended outside of the pathological lobe. We tested the difference between the two types of connections (a and b, both normalized to total connection strength) through a Mann-Whitney U-test for both post-surgical outcomes.
To compute all the above measures, we adapted the functions provided by the freely available Matlab Brain Connectivity toolbox (http://www.brain-connectivity-toolbox.net). (Figure 1 -D) .
RESULTS
Correlation of the post-surgical outcome with clinical data, IED field, and ESI
None of the tested presurgical clinical and imaging variables were statistically different (p>0.05) in good vs poor post-operative outcome (see Supplementary Table 2 ). The presence of MRI lesion was tested without other specification. However, we note that hippocampal sclerosis was present only in the good outcome group.
In 9/12 good outcome patients the propagation of the EEG field was defined as focal. In 2/12 good outcome patients the EEG field was defined as large or generalized, in the remaining 1/12 a generalised IED pattern was seen. In 3/7 poor outcome patients the propagation of the EEG field was defined as focal. In 4/7 the EEG field was defined as large. In 11/12 good outcome patients and in 6/7 poor outcome patients the ESI maximum was found concordant with the resection ( Table 1 ). The correlation coefficients between the outcomes and a) the IED field qualitative description; b) the ESI maximum concordance in localization with the clinically defined pathological lobe, led to non-significant values (p>0.05 for both analysis). Therefore, the two measures were not sufficient to differentiate groups of patients who were seizure-free after surgery and not. We did not find a significant difference (p>0.05 for both analysis) in the number of IEDs between the good and poor outcome patients and between the two electrodes setup.
«TABLE 1 » 2. Efficiency of the entire network
For the entire network, we found a lower pre-operative global efficiency during the IED in patients with subsequent good post-surgical outcome compared to those showing poor postsurgical outcome (p<0.05). This effect was consistent over the duration of the IED, i.e., 600 ms around the peak (Figure 2 ).
«FIGURE 2 »
Hemispheric Evaluation
1. Hemispheric efficiency
We observed an overall asymmetrical distribution of connectivity strength in patients showing good post-surgical outcome with stronger values in the ipsilateral compared to contralateral hemisphere. However, hemispheric efficiencies calculated on the sub-network ipsilateral and contralateral to the pathology were not significantly different in both outcome groups (p>0.05).
The contralateral hemisphere shows 2 outliers in the good-outcome group (patients P3 and P7).
No clear explanation was found for these discordant findings. If these outliers are not considered, contralateral connections in patients showing good post-surgical outcome then
show statistically lower efficiency than in the affected hemisphere (p<0.05). The contralateral hemisphere also had significantly lower efficiency in good outcome compared to bad outcome.
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This effect disappeared if the two outliers were considered in the analysis. In patients showing poor post-surgical outcome, no such trend was observed (Figure 3 ).
«FIGURE 3 »
Inter-hemisphere connections
In patients showing good post-surgical outcome, the connections starting ipsilateral to the clinically defined pathological lobe were stronger than those starting from the contralateral hemisphere (p<0.01). This difference was not found in patients with poor post-surgical outcome (Figure 4 ).
«FIGURE 4 » 4. Lobar evaluation
Lobar Efficiency
In 8/12 (67%) patients with good post-surgical outcome, we found only one lobe with significantly higher efficiency, which was overlapping with the clinically defined pathological lobe. In 2/12 (17%) patients, no lobe showed a significant alteration, while for the remaining 2/12 (17%) patients the lobe with higher efficiency was not concordant with the resection. In 
Inter-Lobe connections
In both outcome groups, we found that the inter-lobe connections involving the clinically defined pathological lobe are stronger (p<0.05 for patients showing good and poor postsurgical outcome) as compared with the connections that do not involve the pathological lobe ( Figure 6 ).
«FIGURE 6 »
DISCUSSION
Our study investigated the dynamic IED-related connectivity patterns in focal epilepsy, to improve our understanding of the complex interplay between pathological areas and whole brain networks during transient interictal epileptic activity. We measured network efficiency at the global, hemispheric and lobar level, to assess how pathological activity is integrated at a large-scale and how this feature could predict post-operative outcome. Differently from previous studies based on icEEG (Bettus et al. 2010; Varotto et al. 2012 ) our findings are based on scalp EEG, which allows exploring networks at a whole-brain scale as compared to the limited spatial sampling of intracranial electrodes.
Network integration of pathological activity
Patients in whom the pathological activity affected a smaller part of the brain network had a greater likelihood of good post-surgical outcome compared to those in which the pathological activity affected a more widespread network. This observation was consistent over global and local analyses. On a global "whole-brain" scale, a higher preoperative global efficiency, reflecting more widespread activity, was associated with poor post-operative seizure outcome after focal resection. We interpret this as a lower functional isolation of the epileptic activity Directed connectivity based on Granger modelling offers a different view from icEEG studies that measure synchronization as a measure of 'epileptogenicity'. These studies report increased synchronization within regions involved in the epileptogenic network (Wendling et al. 2010) .
With our approach, the increased prediction of one ROI activity from the knowledge of past values of another region offers complementary information compared to synchronization. In 13 intracranial EEG studies, stronger interictal connectivity in the regions not involved in the epileptogenic zone was associated with poorer post-operative outcome (Lagarde et al. 2018) . This is concordant with our results of poor outcome related to higher global efficiency values in non-operated lobes. These concordant findings may be related to successful vs failed "isolation" of epileptic activity by surrounding inhibitory processes in the interical or ictal conditions (Liou et al. 2018; Muldoon et al. 2015; Schevon et al. 2012) .
Clinical relevance of EEG-based network imaging
Electromagnetic source imaging using EEG or MEG to localize the irritative zone is 
Methodological considerations
The scalp-EEG analysis is affected by two major limitations that can influence connectivity estimation: the volume conduction problem (i.e., each EEG channel can be considered as a linear mixture of concurrently active brain and non-brain electrical sources whose activities are volume conducted to the scalp electrodes) and the EEG reference problem (i.e., the signal in each electrode is obtained as the difference between the electric potentials in its location and in the location of the reference electrode). These properties are particularly relevant in connectivity analyses, which aim to detect the real active interactions between brain regions.
Connectivity analysis performed in the source space is able to partially overcome these issues (Schoffelen and Gross 2009). PDC estimations do not consider zero-lag interactions that describe the instantaneous propagation of activity, whereas the reference problem that heavily influences the sensor space analysis, does not affect the source-reconstructed signal, which is reference-free (Michel et al. 2009 ).
In this study, we applied iPDC to our data to estimate directed measures of connectivity (Hassan et al. 2014 
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